
Howdy to all the members of Alcoholics Anonymous in Montana. At this Spring Assembly we are 

faced with challenges and opportunities that we never thought would occur. I think about these 

challenges and opportunities as being similar to those that I faced nearly 16 years ago when I 

became sober. I faced them with fear, apprehension and hope. 

 

This Friday evening we held an orientation to our “virtual Spring Assembly” This was done thanks 

to the efforts of Connie R.,  Jake L. Brandon M. and Mike D. This Assembly will bear little 

resemblance to those that we had while stuffed into conference rooms in Great Falls or Lewistown. 

For this Assembly we are sitting in our living rooms, dining rooms or offices mostly by ourselves. 

Some of of us may have not even put pants on yet. 

 

Today, as you break into your committees I hope you take this opportunity to share your recent 

experiences about the closure of some meeting rooms and the emergence of “virtual” meetings. 

That you discuss how these changes effect the way the message is carried. That you consider how 

this relates to the purpose of the committee.   

 

The opportunity that I see here is analogous to cleaning out your garage. We have the chance to 

more then clean out our garage. What this entails is really more then cleaning out the garage, we 

need to take everything out of the garage and then place back only the things that we want to keep. 

We put back in only the items that can better serve our primary purpose.  Those that are useable 

and valuable for us to continue to carry the message of Alcoholics Anonymous.  

 

I am talking about examining all that we do at Area Assembly, removing what we do from the 

garage of the Assembly. Examining each aspect of the Assembly and determining is this what we 

really want to spend our time doing? Asking ourselves; “is this something that really improves our 

ability to carry the message of A.A. in Area 40?” For example, we can look at the ways our Area 

Committees and Committee Chairpersons work together. Currently the Area Chairs generally 

work in isolation and then come together with the committee members twice a year to discuss what 

they are doing. The committee also reviews what the General Service Conference is interested in 

doing relative to the committee at the Spring Assembly. 

 

As you go through todays unprecedented “Virtual Assembly” please think about how we are 

adapting to these changing times and how we can take some of what we are learning and 

implement them to our Assembly process.  


